In The Front Line A Doctor In War And Peace
"On the front line" refers to a place: the place where the actual fighting is happening. It could refer
to a large area such as a town or even the whole border between France and Germany, if there were troops
and tanks all along that line. But in general it is the area where fighting could happen, where troops
from both sides are present.
Dr. Fauci fought for science while frontline workers risked their own health to save others in a global
pandemic.
Definition of IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase): doing the hardest or most important work; least
protected from criticism or attack
the place or the area of activity where important, interesting, or difficult things are happening: on
the front line of sth This rural Brazilian city is making a name for itself as being on the front line
of the wireless revolution. be in the front line Accountants are in the front line in the fight against
criminal financing.
Put me on the front line || Gym motivation '9 May 2018: Notes from the Frontline' Book Launch Promo In
the Age of AI (full film) | FRONTLINE Naruto Shippuden OST - Departure To The Front Lines The Automata
Wars: The Front Line book Launch A Class Divided (full film) | FRONTLINE Frontline - The Choice 2020:
Trump vs. Biden (full film) How to Be an Effective Supermarket Checker: The Front Line 1965 CharlieDeanArchives Book Trailer of \"7 Years on the Front Line\" The Facebook Dilemma, Part One (full
film) | FRONTLINE Trump's Trade War (full film) | FRONTLINE The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia (full film)
| FRONTLINE Book Launch Border Frictions Gender, Generation and Technology on the Frontline America's
Great Divide: Steve Schmidt Interview | FRONTLINE League of Denial (full film) | FRONTLINE Commando: On
The Front Line | Episode 1 (Military Training Documentary) | Real Stories The Front Line Fugitives Book
III \u0026 Book IV A View From The Front Line – a conversation about making change
America's Great Divide: Ann Coulter Interview | FRONTLINEIn The Front Line A
Definition of IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase): doing the hardest or most important work; least
protected from criticism or attack
IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase) definition and ...
Someone who is in the front line or on the front line has to play a very important part in defending or
achieving something. Information officers are in the front line of putting across government policies.
These are the people on the front line protecting our planet. See full dictionary entry for front line
In the front line definition and meaning | Collins English ...
Meaning of be in the front line in English be in the front line to be in an important position where you
have influence, but where you are likely to be criticized or attacked: Many social workers are in the
front line of racial tension.
BE IN THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English ...
be in the front line. To be a likely target of anger, criticism, or judgment. Because call center
workers are in the front line, they bear the brunt of customer unhappiness. See also: front, line.
Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved. See also:
Be in the front line - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
From fears about work and privacy to a rivalry between the U.S. and China, FRONTLINE explores the
promise and perils of AI. The documentary traces a new industrial revolution that will reshape and...
FRONTLINE | In the Age of AI | Season 2019 | Episode 17 | PBS
Frontline definition is - relating to, being, or involved in a front line. How to use frontline in a
sentence.
Frontline | Definition of Frontline by Merriam-Webster
FRONTLINE investigates the promise and perils of artificial intelligence, from fears about work and
privacy to rivalry between the U.S. and China. The documentary traces a new industrial revolution...
In the Age of AI | Watch S2019 E5 | FRONTLINE | PBS ...
A front line in military terminology is the position closest to the area of conflict of an armed force's
personnel and equipment, usually referring to land forces. When a front between opposing sides forms,
the front line is the area where each side's forces are engaged in conflict. Leaders have often fought
at the front lines either purposefully or due to a collapse in battle formation. While a calculated
risk, fighting on the front has in instances reduced communication and heightened morale.
Front line - Wikipedia
on the front line (s) of (something) In the leading position of some effort or movement. For over a
decade, our organization has been on the front line of advocating for those suffering from poverty. The
esteemed neuroscientist has been on the front lines of researching treatments and cures for Alzheimer's
disease.
On the front line of - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
the place or the area of activity where important, interesting, or difficult things are happening: on
the front line of sth This rural Brazilian city is making a name for itself as being on the front line
of the wireless revolution. be in the front line Accountants are in the front line in the fight against
criminal financing.
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THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
In-depth analysis of issues and events in India and around the world in the fields of politics, economy,
industry, social justice, the environment, culture, literature, cinema, art, science and media.
Frontline: In-depth analysis of issues and events in India ...
"On the front line" refers to a place: the place where the actual fighting is happening. It could refer
to a large area such as a town or even the whole border between France and Germany, if there were troops
and tanks all along that line. But in general it is the area where fighting could happen, where troops
from both sides are present.
at the front/ on the frontline? | WordReference Forums
Dr. Fauci fought for science while frontline workers risked their own health to save others in a global
pandemic.
Anthony Fauci, Frontline Workers: Guardians of the Year ...
In their own words: Public health officials on front line Public health officials work to keep the
nation safe and healthy, overseeing everything from water inspections to childhood immunizations
In their own words: Public health officials on front line ...
Frontline nurse Sarah Yoder (right), with her daughter Emily Yoder (left). Emily Yoder Emily Yoder's
frontline hero is her mother, Sarah Yoder, who is a nurse at one of the ICU units at Ascension ...
Meet the frontline heroes of the coronavirus pandemic
front line - the line along which opposing armies face each other. battlefront, front. battlefield,
battleground, field of battle, field of honor, field - a region where a battle is being (or has been)
fought; "they made a tour of Civil War battlefields".
Front line - definition of front line by The Free Dictionary
The front line is the place where two opposing armies are facing each other and where fighting is going
on....a massive concentration of soldiers on the front line. 2. See in the front line
Front line definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Notes from the Front Line: Practical Problems and Solutions for Broadcasters in the ATSC 3.0 Era By
Ralph Bachofen 16 December 2020 The ATSC 3.0 environment is infinitely more complex than ATSC 1.0, but
the result is highly rewarding

Frontline: In-depth analysis of issues and events in India ...
Notes from the Front Line: Practical Problems and Solutions for Broadcasters in the ATSC 3.0 Era By
Ralph Bachofen 16 December 2020 The ATSC 3.0 environment is infinitely more complex than ATSC 1.0,
but the result is highly rewarding
In the front line definition and meaning | Collins English ...
Meet the frontline heroes of the coronavirus pandemic
FRONTLINE investigates the promise and perils of artificial intelligence, from fears about work and privacy to rivalry
between the U.S. and China. The documentary traces a new industrial revolution...
In their own words: Public health officials on front line Public health officials work to keep the nation safe and healthy,
overseeing everything from water inspections to childhood immunizations
FRONTLINE | In the Age of AI | Season 2019 | Episode 17 | PBS
THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Be in the front line - Idioms by The Free Dictionary

Put me on the front line || Gym motivation '9 May 2018: Notes from the Frontline' Book Launch Promo In the
Age of AI (full film) | FRONTLINE Naruto Shippuden OST - Departure To The Front Lines The Automata Wars:
The Front Line book Launch A Class Divided (full film) | FRONTLINE Frontline - The Choice 2020: Trump vs.
Biden (full film) How to Be an Effective Supermarket Checker: The Front Line 1965 - CharlieDeanArchives
Book Trailer of \"7 Years on the Front Line\" The Facebook Dilemma, Part One (full film) | FRONTLINE Trump's
Trade War (full film) | FRONTLINE The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia (full film) | FRONTLINE Book Launch
Border Frictions Gender, Generation and Technology on the Frontline America's Great Divide: Steve Schmidt
Interview | FRONTLINE League of Denial (full film) | FRONTLINE Commando: On The Front Line | Episode 1
(Military Training Documentary) | Real Stories The Front Line Fugitives Book III \u0026 Book IV A View From
The Front Line – a conversation about making change
America's Great Divide: Ann Coulter Interview | FRONTLINEIn The Front Line A

on the front line (s) of (something) In the leading position of some effort or movement. For over a decade, our organization
has been on the front line of advocating for those suffering from poverty. The esteemed neuroscientist has been on the
front lines of researching treatments and cures for Alzheimer's disease.
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Front line - definition of front line by The Free Dictionary
Frontline definition is - relating to, being, or involved in a front line. How to use frontline in a sentence.
From fears about work and privacy to a rivalry between the U.S. and China, FRONTLINE explores the promise and perils of
AI. The documentary traces a new industrial revolution that will reshape and...

On the front line of - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Anthony Fauci, Frontline Workers: Guardians of the Year ...
Put me on the front line || Gym motivation '9 May 2018: Notes from the Frontline' Book Launch
Promo In the Age of AI (full film) | FRONTLINE Naruto Shippuden OST - Departure To The Front
Lines The Automata Wars: The Front Line book Launch A Class Divided (full film) | FRONTLINE
Frontline - The Choice 2020: Trump vs. Biden (full film) How to Be an Effective Supermarket
Checker: The Front Line 1965 - CharlieDeanArchives Book Trailer of \"7 Years on the Front
Line\" The Facebook Dilemma, Part One (full film) | FRONTLINE Trump's Trade War (full film) |
FRONTLINE The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia (full film) | FRONTLINE Book Launch Border Frictions
Gender, Generation and Technology on the Frontline America's Great Divide: Steve Schmidt
Interview | FRONTLINE League of Denial (full film) | FRONTLINE Commando: On The Front Line |
Episode 1 (Military Training Documentary) | Real Stories The Front Line Fugitives Book III
\u0026 Book IV A View From The Front Line – a conversation about making change
America's Great Divide: Ann Coulter Interview | FRONTLINEIn The Front Line A
Definition of IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase): doing the hardest or most important work;
least protected from criticism or attack
IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase) definition and ...
Someone who is in the front line or on the front line has to play a very important part in
defending or achieving something. Information officers are in the front line of putting across
government policies. These are the people on the front line protecting our planet. See full
dictionary entry for front line
In the front line definition and meaning | Collins English ...
Meaning of be in the front line in English be in the front line to be in an important position
where you have influence, but where you are likely to be criticized or attacked: Many social
workers are in the front line of racial tension.
BE IN THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English ...
be in the front line. To be a likely target of anger, criticism, or judgment. Because call
center workers are in the front line, they bear the brunt of customer unhappiness. See also:
front, line. Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved. See also:
Be in the front line - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
From fears about work and privacy to a rivalry between the U.S. and China, FRONTLINE explores
the promise and perils of AI. The documentary traces a new industrial revolution that will
reshape and...
FRONTLINE | In the Age of AI | Season 2019 | Episode 17 | PBS
Frontline definition is - relating to, being, or involved in a front line. How to use frontline
in a sentence.
Frontline | Definition of Frontline by Merriam-Webster
FRONTLINE investigates the promise and perils of artificial intelligence, from fears about work
and privacy to rivalry between the U.S. and China. The documentary traces a new industrial
revolution...
In the Age of AI | Watch S2019 E5 | FRONTLINE | PBS ...
A front line in military terminology is the position closest to the area of conflict of an
armed force's personnel and equipment, usually referring to land forces. When a front between
opposing sides forms, the front line is the area where each side's forces are engaged in
conflict. Leaders have often fought at the front lines either purposefully or due to a collapse
in battle formation. While a calculated risk, fighting on the front has in instances reduced
communication and heightened morale.
Front line - Wikipedia
on the front line (s) of (something) In the leading position of some effort or movement. For
over a decade, our organization has been on the front line of advocating for those suffering
from poverty. The esteemed neuroscientist has been on the front lines of researching treatments
and cures for Alzheimer's disease.
On the front line of - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
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the place or the area of activity where important, interesting, or difficult things are
happening: on the front line of sth This rural Brazilian city is making a name for itself as
being on the front line of the wireless revolution. be in the front line Accountants are in the
front line in the fight against criminal financing.
THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
In-depth analysis of issues and events in India and around the world in the fields of politics,
economy, industry, social justice, the environment, culture, literature, cinema, art, science
and media.
Frontline: In-depth analysis of issues and events in India ...
"On the front line" refers to a place: the place where the actual fighting is happening. It
could refer to a large area such as a town or even the whole border between France and Germany,
if there were troops and tanks all along that line. But in general it is the area where
fighting could happen, where troops from both sides are present.
at the front/ on the frontline? | WordReference Forums
Dr. Fauci fought for science while frontline workers risked their own health to save others in
a global pandemic.
Anthony Fauci, Frontline Workers: Guardians of the Year ...
In their own words: Public health officials on front line Public health officials work to keep
the nation safe and healthy, overseeing everything from water inspections to childhood
immunizations
In their own words: Public health officials on front line ...
Frontline nurse Sarah Yoder (right), with her daughter Emily Yoder (left). Emily Yoder Emily
Yoder's frontline hero is her mother, Sarah Yoder, who is a nurse at one of the ICU units at
Ascension ...
Meet the frontline heroes of the coronavirus pandemic
front line - the line along which opposing armies face each other. battlefront, front.
battlefield, battleground, field of battle, field of honor, field - a region where a battle is
being (or has been) fought; "they made a tour of Civil War battlefields".
Front line - definition of front line by The Free Dictionary
The front line is the place where two opposing armies are facing each other and where fighting
is going on....a massive concentration of soldiers on the front line. 2. See in the front line
Front line definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Notes from the Front Line: Practical Problems and Solutions for Broadcasters in the ATSC 3.0
Era By Ralph Bachofen 16 December 2020 The ATSC 3.0 environment is infinitely more complex than
ATSC 1.0, but the result is highly rewarding

Front line definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary

Someone who is in the front line or on the front line has to play a very important part
in defending or achieving something. Information officers are in the front line of
putting across government policies. These are the people on the front line protecting our
planet. See full dictionary entry for front line
Meaning of be in the front line in English be in the front line to be in an important
position where you have influence, but where you are likely to be criticized or attacked:
Many social workers are in the front line of racial tension.
be in the front line. To be a likely target of anger, criticism, or judgment. Because
call center workers are in the front line, they bear the brunt of customer unhappiness.
See also: front, line. Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights
reserved. See also:
at the front/ on the frontline? | WordReference Forums
front line - the line along which opposing armies face each other. battlefront, front. battlefield, battleground, field of
battle, field of honor, field - a region where a battle is being (or has been) fought; "they made a tour of Civil War
battlefields".
In-depth analysis of issues and events in India and around the world in the fields of politics, economy, industry, social
justice, the environment, culture, literature, cinema, art, science and media.
BE IN THE FRONT LINE | meaning in the Cambridge English ...
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In their own words: Public health officials on front line ...
A front line in military terminology is the position closest to the area of conflict of an armed force's personnel and equipment,
usually referring to land forces. When a front between opposing sides forms, the front line is the area where each side's forces are
engaged in conflict. Leaders have often fought at the front lines either purposefully or due to a collapse in battle formation. While a
calculated risk, fighting on the front has in instances reduced communication and heightened morale.
Front line - Wikipedia
Frontline nurse Sarah Yoder (right), with her daughter Emily Yoder (left). Emily Yoder Emily Yoder's frontline hero is her mother,
Sarah Yoder, who is a nurse at one of the ICU units at Ascension ...
In the Age of AI | Watch S2019 E5 | FRONTLINE | PBS ...
IN / AT / ON THE FRONT LINE (phrase) definition and ...
The front line is the place where two opposing armies are facing each other and where fighting is going on....a massive
concentration of soldiers on the front line. 2. See in the front line
Frontline | Definition of Frontline by Merriam-Webster
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